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About me
Am by names Alexander Sembera a 2.2 student in the
college of CSSTHE, Bachelor of Divinity and am contesting
for the post of finance secretary 2021. Furthermore, I am an
honest, focused and passionate man as well as trustworthy
being and I actually love teamwork for better efficiency of
work.
Background and experience
As Alexander I have actually worked with Iftra Uganda
Limited as a sales and most importantly on the post am
contesting for, I have actually worked with the tuck-shop for
over 8 months working on the basics of this office since am
one of those people who are convinced that experience is
the best teacher implying I stand to be the most eligible
candidate for this post.
Main agenda
Enhancing efficiency and consistent service delivery to the
students.

Detail of the manifesto








Transparency. I want to make sure there is clear
monitoring of the money made in the tuck-shop plus
all the expenses incurred along. This is to be done by
coming up with weekly ledgers and reports to make
sure the money of the shop is put at proper use and
actually for everyone to be sure where their money
goes.
Students’ offer day. In favor of the Africa University
Students I want to make sure I create a students’ offer
day where prices are dropped for students for some
goods. This will be achieved by constant supply of a
wide scope of goods

To set an index of goods aside to be supplied by
students. Being it that the tuck-shop is meant to
benefit the students of Africa University, then I will
make sure there are a set of goods that are to be
supplied by capable students accordingly at a
favorable tax rate.
Improve on the customer care services. I actually
want to setup a suggestion box at the shop to make
sure students are able to easily present their
complaints of how the shop could working or even the
goods they want that I can easily settle them that is if
you trust me with the office.



Credit facilities for students. I want to put in place
credit facilities where students can easily borrow some
funds from the shop with specified time of returning
the money. This actually because am actually
convinced that the shop is meant to improve and help
students of Africa University. However, to be clearer
about this, this credit facility is to be covered by the
profits of the shop but not rather from the sales that is
to prevent the uncertainties



Set favorable prices of goods in the shop. I want to
stabilize the prices of the goods in the shop to make
sure they are pretty affordable to the students. This is
actually manageable in a by reducing the costs and
expenses on unnecessary projects.



Deal with the shortage problem. I want to make sure
the shop should not run low of supplies of products
especially the eatable goods like bread, pies among
others. This is basically because these are basic foods
to the students of Africa University and therefore if you
trust me with this office I want to dedicate my time to
total filling of the shop without running short

In conclusion, your vote actually determines your well
being at Africa University and that is if you vote for
the right person “Sembera Alexander” to this
office.

